TURTLESKIN®
THE SCIENCE OF PROTECTION
Patented TurtleSkin® materials offer superior puncture and cut protection during patdowns and cell searches—even against 28 gauge needle sticks!

**GLOVES**

**TurtleSkin Bestsellers**

**THE ALPHA GLOVE: UNPARALLELED PROTECTION, UNCOMPROMISED DEXTERITY**

TurtleSkin Alpha gloves offer excellent cut and needle puncture protection on the palm side of the hand, as well as a high level of slash resistance on the back of the hand. They are an excellent choice for corrections officers at risk from sharp threats. The snug fit and superior protection will also make these gloves popular with patrol officers.

**THE BRAVO GLOVE: NEEDLE PROTECTION IN A COMFORTABLE, BREATHABLE DESIGN**

Designed to combine comfort and protection, TurtleSkin Bravo gloves are constructed with a breathable mesh knit on the back of the hand to keep you cool and a flexible reinforced palm with outstanding cut and needle puncture protection. Extremely lightweight, the Bravo gives you the excellent protection you need while still letting you feel comfortable wearing it all day long.

**CP BLACK: THE NIMBLE CUT & PUNCTURE GLOVE**

Officers shouldn’t have to settle for inferior gloves that only lead to accidents and inefficiency. TurtleSkin CP Black gloves protect your hands from unexpected threats such as needle sticks and sharp metal and glass shards, making them ideal for searches, yard patrols and cell extractions.

turtleskin.com
Body Armor

**Cell Extraction**
The TurtleSkin Cell Extraction vest provides CERT with the highest levels of flexibility and protection combined with Spike and Edged Blade Level 3 protection. While conventional steel plate protection can bruise and pinch, TurtleSkin’s flexible Cell Extraction vest gives officers full range of motion and comfort without sacrificing protection.

**Concealable IIA***
TurtleSkin SoftPlate technology is designed and tested to ensure higher safety margins of ballistic penetrations and blunt trauma protection in a concealable Level III A package. TurtleSkin SoftPlate armor provides excellent comfort and flexibility while benefiting from the higher performance of specialized laminate materials typically used in hard armor ballistic protection.

**Concealable Corrections***
The TurtleSkin Concealable Corrections vest provides the highest levels of flexibility and protection – combined Spike and Edged Blade Level 3 protection.

**BladeTecT Security Shirt**
Introducing a breathable, comfortable, thin layer of clothing that will protect you from the threat of blade edges and sharp cuts. Designed for the most demanding and high-risk work environments, TurtleSkin BladeTecT sleeveless and long sleeved shirts are lightweight and concealable, and can be worn alone or under another garment. Also available in long johns, boxers and neck guards.

**TurtleSkin Metal Flex Accessory (MFA)**
Available now! The first solution to provide protection from knife blades, spiked weapons and hypodermic needle threats in one thin, flexible and lightweight panel. MFA is offered in three pocket insert sizes (5 x 8 in, 7 x 10 in, 9 x 12 in) and custom shaped panels to be used in conjunction with other body armor offerings. MFA is also available to all international body armor manufacturers looking for a solution to knife and spike threats. Engineering support is available to aid in the development of packages implementing MFA.

*Both products utilize same carrier.*
TurtleSkin is the true leader in high-performance protective apparel!

ALSO AVAILABLE:

**Search**
Model# TUS-002

**Duty**
Model# TUS-006

**Patrol**
Model# TUS-007

**NYDoCS**
Model# NYDOCS-001

---

**Superior Puncture & Cut Protection**

Advanced levels of protection in the palm side of the hand and fingers, these gloves are particularly well suited for high-risk contact and search situations, providing eleven times more protection than typical officer gloves against 28 gauge hypodermic needles—the needles used by many drug addicts.

---

**Combined Needle & Cut Protection**

Ultra-comfortable, cut resistant, and up to four times more puncture resistant than traditional law enforcement gloves. The patented TurtleSkin material provides excellent safety and protection from accidental needle sticks, punctures and cuts to the palm side of the hand, fingers and fingertips.

---

**Comfort, Dexterity & Protection**

TurtleSkin Patrol gloves feature a cut resistant aramid lining and a supple neoprene and synthetic leather shell for excellent grip and comfort. These lightweight gloves are engineered to provide durable cut protection in a comfortable design. Great for cold-weather police work and motorcycling.

---

**All Over Cut Resistance**

TurtleSkin NYDoCS (New York State Department of Correctional Services) cut resistant corrections officer gloves were specifically designed to prevent cuts from sharp threats such as knives, blades, and broken glass. This glove features a soft, all-leather exterior with a patented, cut resistant lining made from a polyethylene/aramid blend fabric.

---

**Why TurtleSkin?**

*The Tightest Weave Ever in an Aramid Fiber*

**STANDARD ARAMID KNIT**

This magnified view shows how standard aramid knits have gaps in between fibers that can not stop punctures. Regular aramid knits have standard cut-resistance, but won’t provide the same protection against puncture.

**PATENTED TURTLESKIN WEAVE**

This magnified view shows how TurtleSkin’s patented weave interlocks aramid fibers so tightly, they don’t shift or leave gaps for fine penetrators to slide past.

---

inquiries@turtleskin.com 888.477.4675 (US toll free)